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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a real Banach space, T : X --* X* (the dual space of X)  be an operator, K c X be a 
set, and ~ : K × K --* X be an operator. The so-cMled generalized variational inequMity problem 
is to find a Y0 E K such that  
(Tyo,V(x, yo)l >_ O, for all x e K. (1.1) 
Existence problems of solutions to variational inequality (1.1) for ~(x, y) = x -y  have been 
considered in reflexive Banach spaces [1-5], and in nonreflexive Banach spaces [6-8]. The purpose 
of this paper is to study the existence of solutions to variational inequalities (1.1) in nonreflexive 
Banach spaces. We first consider the notion of (~, 0)-pseudomonotonicity, which generalizes the 
monotonicity in [6] and the strong pseudomonotonicity in [7]. Then we establish some results 
associated with nonlinear variational inequality in nonreflexive Banach spaces, which generalize 
and extend the existence theorems considered in [6] and [7], respectively. 
Let X be a real nonreflexive Banach space with the dual X* and X** be the dual of X*. Let 
T : K --. X* be an operator and ~, 0 : K x K --* X** be operators, where K is a subset of X**. 
T is said to be (77, 8)-pseudomonotone, if there exists a constant r such that  for all x, y E K, 
(Ty, ~(x, y)) >_ 0 implies (Tx, ~(x, y)) >_ rllO(z , y)ll 2, 
where I]" II denotes the norm. 
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For r/(x, y) = x - y and r > 0, T is called strongly pseudomonotone [7], and for ~(x, y) = x - y 
and r = 0, T is called pseudomonotone [9]. It is well known that the pseudomonotonicity is a 
generalized concept of the monotonicity (see [6]). 
We recall that an operator T : K C X** --* X* is said to be hemicontinuous at Xo • K, if for 
any y • X** and for any t • (0, +c¢) with Xo + ty • K, when t --~ 0 +, we have 
(T (Xo + ty),  z) --* (Txo, z),  for all z • X**. 
The operator T is said to be finite-dimensional continuous if for any finite-dimensional space F 
of X** with KF := K M F nonempty, T : K N F --* X* is continuous in the norm topology. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, we present some results involving (77, 0)-pseudomonotone hemicontinuous oper- 
ators, which generalize those for the nonlinear variational inequality problems involving strongly 
pseudomonotone operators and extend those for the nonlinear variational inequality problems 
involving pseudomonotone operators in nonreflexive Banach spaces. The following theorem gen- 
eralizes [7], and extends [6] and [8]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a real nonreflexive Banach space and K a convex subset of X**. Let 
T : K ~ X* be an (r/, O)-pseudomonotone hemicontinuous operator and ~, 0 : K x K ~ X** be 
operators uch that 
(i) ~(x, x) = 0 and O(x, x) = O, for ali x • K, 
(ii) t:or each y E K,  x:  ~ ~l(x, y) and x ,  .... ~ O(x, y) are affine. 
Then the following nonlinear variational inequality problems are equivalent: 
find an xo E K such that (Txo, ~ (x, Xo)) > O, for all x E K, (2.1) 
f indanxoEKsuchthat  (Tx,~(x, xo))>rllO(x,xo)[I 2, fo ra l lxEK ,  (2.2) 
where r is the (Th O)-pseudomonotonicity constant of T. 
PROOF. (2.2) follows from (2.1) by the definition of (r/, 0)-pseudomonotonicity of T. 
Conversely, suppose that (2.2) holds and set xt = xo + t(x - xo), where x E K and t E [0, 1]. 
Then xt lies in K, and we have 
(Txt, ~ ( xt, xo)> _> rllO (xt, Xo ) II 2, 
or  
t (Txt, 71 (x, xo)> + (1 - t) (Txt, ~ (Xo, Xo)> > r { tltO (x, Xo) + (1 - t)O (xo, Xo) I12 }, 
or  
(Txt, ~ (x, xo)> > rtltO (x, Xo) }l 2. 
As t -~ 0 +, Txt  ~ Txo weakly by the hemicontinuity of T, and thus, 
(Txo,~(X, Xo)) >0,  for all x E K. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Putt ing ~?(x,y) = x - y, for all x, y E K, we obtain [7, Theorem 2.1; 8, 
Lemma 1] as corollaries. 
We are now in a position to give the main result dealing with the solvability of the variational 
inequality (2.1) involving (r/, 0)-pseudomonotone operators. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a real nonreflexive Banach space and K a nonempty bounded closed 
convex subset of X**. Let T : K ~ X* be an (~?, O)-pseudomonotone operator and ~, 0 : K x K 
X** be operators uch that 
(i) ~(x, x) = 0 and 8(x, x) = O, for all x 6 K,  
(ii) for eachyCK,  x,  )~(x,y)  andx ,  )8(x,y)  areaff/ne, 
(iii) for each x 6 K,  y,  ~ ~?( x, y) and y, ) ~ ( x, y) are continuous. 
If  T is finite-dimensional continuous, then there exists an xo 6 K such that 
(Tx0, ~ (z, xo)) >_ O, for all x e K. 
Moreover, if the (~, O)-pseudomonotonicity constant r o[ T is positive, ~(x, y) + ~(y, x) = 0 for 
all x, y 6 K,  and 8(x, y) = 0 implies x = y, then the solution is unique. 
COROLLARY 2.4. (See [7, Theorem 2.2].) Let X be a real nonreflexive Banach space, K a 
nonempty bounded closed convex subset of X** and T : K ~ X* a strongly pseudomonotone 
operator. I f  T is finite-dimensional continuous, then there exists a unique xo in K such that 
(Txo, x - xo) >_ O, for all x e K. 
COROLLARY 2.5. (See [6, Theorem 2.2].) Let X be a real nonreflexive Banach space, K a 
nonempty bounded dosed convex subset o[ X**, and T : K --* X* a monotone operator. H T is 
finite-dimensional continuous, then there exists an element Xo 6 K such that 
(Txo,x - xo> >_ O, for all x E K. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. For each finite-dimensional subspace F of X** with F n K = KF 
nonempty, we first consider the following variational inequality; find u in KF such that 
(Tu, ~(x, u)) >_ O, for all x E KF. (2.3) 
Since KF is a nonempty bounded closed convex set in a finite-dimensional space F and 
T : KF --* X* is continuous, it follows by modifying arguments of Hartman-Stampacchia in [4] 
that (2.3) has a solution u0 in KF. In fact, define a multifunction G : KF --~ 2 f for each y 6 KF 
by 
Gy := {x 6 gF  : <Tx,~(y,x)> _> 0}. 
First, we prove that G is a Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz-map (KKM) [10,11]. Suppose 
to the contrary that G is not a KKM-map. Then there exists a finite set {xl, x2 , . . . ,  xn} in KF, 
ai >_ 0 and x 6 co{x l ,x2 , . . .  ,xn}, the convex hull of {x l ,x2 , . . .  ,xn} such that 
a i= l  and x= six. ,~ Gx~. 
i=1  i=1 i= l  
So, by the affinity of r /at  the first variables, 
= X, Oti~ l X i ,X  
\ i=1 
= (Tx, 77 (xi, x)) 
<0, for a l l /=l ,2, . . . ,n .  
By Condition (i), this is impossible. Therefore, G is a KKM-map. 
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Next, we show that Gy is closed in F, for all y E KF. 
Let {x,~ } be a sequence in Gy converging to x0 E F. Then we have xn E KF and 
(Txn, r] (y, x,~)) >_ O. (2.4) 
Since KF is compact in F, Xo E KF. Therefore, 
I(Tzn, r] (y, xn)) - (Tzo, ~(y, xo))I 
< [(Txn - Txo , ,  (y, xn) ) + (Txo, ~? (y, xn) - 77 (y, z0))[ 
< [[Txn - Tx0[[ [IV (Y, xn)[] + I]Tzo[]' [], (y, zn) - V (Y, zo)l[ • 
Since xn o , xo and ~/ is continuous at the second variables, [[rl(y, xn) - ~(y, xo)[I --* 0 and 
{[[~(y, xn)[[} is bounded. 
And, by the continuity of T : gf  ---+ X*, we have [[Txn - Txo[[ ~ 0. Hence, (Txn,rl(y, xn)) 
converges to (Txo, r](y, Xo)). As a result, from (2.4), (Txo, r](y, xo)) >_ O, and hence, Xo E Gy. 
Thus, Gy is closed in F. Moreover, Gy is compact from the compactness of KF. By Knaster- 
Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz Theorem (KKM-theorem) [10,1 ], NzeKF Gx is nonempty. 
Letting Uo E N~e/cv Gx, we have 
(Tu0, ~(x, u0)) _> 0, for all x E KF. 
Under the assumption that T is (~, ~)-pseudomonotone a d finite-dimensional continuous (and 
hence, hemicontinuous), by Theorem 2.1, we have that 
(Tx, ~ (x, Uo)) >_ r]l~ (x, u0) II 2, for all x e KF. (2.5) 
Let ~ = {F C X** : dim(F) is finite and FN K is nonempty}, and associate ach F E ~ with 
a set 
WE = {xo E gf  : (Tx,,7(X, Xo)> >_ rHO(x, xo)ll 2, for all x e KF} .  
By (2.5), we know that WE is nonempty. Since WE C K, the weak*-closure W E of WE is 
contained in the weak*-closure K* of K. Next, for any n elements F1, F2, . . . ,  Fn in ~}, let F be 
the subspace spanned by the union Uin=l Fi, then it is obvious that dim(F) is finite and F N K 
is nonempty, hence, F lies in ~}. Moreover, WE is nonempty and contained in WEb, for each 
i = 1,2, . . .  ,n. Therefore, we have 
N W~ is nonempty. 
i=1 
This implies that {W E : F E ~} has the finite intersection property. Since K is bounded, by 
Banach-Alaoglu Theorem, K* is compact in the weak*-topology, hence, we know that {W E : 
F E ~} has the nonempty intersection; i.e., 
(~ W F is nonempty. 
FE~ 
Take xo E NF~ WF" Since each F E ~} is closed in the weak*-topology, xo E F, for each F E ~. 
Next we prove that 
(Tx, rl(x, xo)) >_ rliO(z, xo)]] 2 , for all x E K. (2.6) 
For a given x E K, take F E ~ such that x e F. Since xo E W E, there exists a net xa in WE 
such that x~ _l. xo in the weak*-topology. Hence, by (2.5), we have (Tx, r](x,x~)) >_ rllO(x,x~)ll 2. 
Since F is a finite-dimensional subspace of X**, xa --~ Xo strongly. 
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Therefore, from the continuity of y ~ ) ~(x, y) and y ,  ~ 8(x, y), for each x E K,  
(Tx, ~ (x, Zo)) >_ r l ip (x, xo)H 2 . 
Since x is an arbitrary element of K,  it follows that  (2.6) holds. Hence, by Theorem 2.1, we 
arrive at 
(Txo ,~(X ,  Xo) )>O,  for all x e K. (2.7) 
Now we show the uniqueness of the solution. Suppose that  the (I/, 0)-pseudomonotonicity 
constant r of T is positive and that  the additional conditions on ~] and 0 hold. Let Xl and x2 be 
solutions of (2.7), then we obtain the following two inequalities: 
(Tx l ,  ~? (x, Xl)) ___~ 0, 
(Tx, ~? (x, x2)) > r I10 (x, x2) l l  2 , 
for all x E K, (2.8) 
for x E K. (2.9) 
If  we replace x in (2.8) and (2.9) by x2 and xl,  respectively, we also obtain 
r IIO (Xl, X2)II 2 __~ (Tx l ,  ~ (xt, x2)) __~ 0. 
Hence, 0(Xl, x2) -- 0, which shows Xl = x2. This completes the proof. 
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